I have learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, **BUT PEOPLE WILL NEVER FORGET HOW YOU MADE THEM FEEL.**

- Maya Angelou
One key to lifelong learning is having a sense of wonder. It engages our senses and sparks emotion, curiosity and interest. Wonder is felt when we accomplish something beyond our expectations or experience the extraordinary.

At Little City’s ChildBridge Center for Education – a therapeutic day school – teachers work with students to develop those qualities by helping them identify and manage their emotions to create the optimal learning environment.

Through the Zones of Regulation program, students learn to identify their emotions, understand it’s OK to have those feelings and then use different tools to get in the right state of mind to learn. When teachers know how students are feeling and why, they can create scenarios in which students can identify the emotions in someone else. This helps them utilize appropriate coping skills to get back on track.

One student who has made significant progress is Jalen. When Jalen struggles to communicate with words to express his feelings, he simply points to the appropriate colored zone on his check-in sheet or writes or types his feelings. Teachers can then reference the activities that help with that emotion, such as typing a letter when he feels sad, to help him remain calm and focused.

“I am very proud of Jalen’s use of emotional regulation strategies,” said Karoline Dean, Administrator for the ChildBridge Center for Education. “While Jalen still has room to grow, he is making tremendous progress and is a role model for his peers.”

The program has been in place for a year and is in nearly every classroom, so students are always in an environment that promotes wonder, excitement and achievement.

ChildBridge Center for Education – a therapeutic day school – provides a distinctive pathway to achieving success and greater independence by uniquely preparing students for lifelong inclusion, at home and in the community. Find out more. Contact Karoline Dean, School Administrator, at 847-221-7728 or kdean@littlecity.org.
When people see Katie, they can’t help but smile. That’s because when Katie walks into Little City’s Countryside Center, she can’t help but smile.

Katie is one of the nearly 200 people with developmental disabilities who participate in the vocational skills program where participants earn a paycheck while working in the safe environment of the Countryside Center.

Katie’s joy is contagious as she takes it upon herself to go above and beyond her daily job and help others any time she can.

She has become a jack-of-all-trades at the Countryside Center, engaging in her primary production work such as the project with Sloan Valve as well as helping in the maintenance department when needed. Her tremendous progress has also enabled her to participate in the work enclave at Cole Parmer with her co-workers.

Katie has also become a leader at the Center as she often helps those in New Horizons – a program for those with more severe developmental disabilities – as well as the seniors in Golden Opportunities.

Jessica Ritsch, a Qualified Intellectual Disabilities Professional at the Countryside Center, glows when talking about the joy Katie brings to her work and others each and every day.

“Katie used to have difficulty accepting jobs that she did not like as much as others but that has completely diminished,” said Jessica. “She is always laughing and socializing with her peers in her work areas and completes every job with almost no errors.”

There are opportunities for people of all skill levels, whether it is forming parts and components or assembling packages. Corporations look to Countryside Center participants to do the finishing work they need.

Each and every day, Katie’s mother is thrilled and thankful to see such joy radiating from her daughter’s smiling face.

“I am so happy she gets to socialize with others outside of Mount Saint Joseph (where Katie lives),” her mother said. “She will even get calls on the weekend from her friends at Countryside Center.”

Adult Life Enhancement serves more than 835 adults with developmental disabilities. You can help. Find out more. Contact Wendy Mayfield, Director of Day Services, at 847-438-8799 or wmayfield@littlecity.org.
One look at the inside of Little City’s Center for the Arts and it is hard to feel anything but overwhelming awe. A seemingly endless world of colors, creations and unique communication fills nearly every inch of a building that does little to hold back the awesome power of the art inside.

The final creations reach as far as Denmark, where an art enthusiast paid for a piece to be shipped to his home. Some reach England, where a group of exhibitors have asked for a collection to display. There is no language or culture Little City’s artists cannot speak to with their work.

One such artist is Joe, who has been a longtime artist in the program. Like all artists at the Center, Joe is given the freedom to explore and experiment with different styles until he finds the one that feels right. He paints amid short episodes of twirling dance steps that complement the looping marks which he is committing to canvas or paper.

"Joe’s work displays an astonishing degree of variety, with each new piece achieving new effects of texture, and relationships of form and color," said Frank Tumino, Center for the Arts Administrator. "Like all our artists, we let them be driven by their desires and needs and we just try to guide them to see what they are capable of."

The Center continues to break barriers, and there is high demand for the ever changing collection that is available for sale at www.littlecity.org/arts. The proceeds benefit both the artist and the program. There is wonder and awe to be found in each piece of art from Little City residents that shows they truly do live in A Great Big World.

Center for the Arts has nurtured artists whose work has appeared at museums in six different countries. You can help. Find out more. Contact Frank Tumino, Center for the Arts Administrator, at 847-221-7161 or ftumino@littlecity.org.
Hope is what Verne Carson and his late wife, Merle, needed decades ago when they first noticed their daughter Jamie was not developing at the same pace as other infants and seemed to have significant disabilities. Hope flourished in their hearts, along with optimism and gratitude, after seeing the positive impact Little City had and continues to have on their daughter and others with developmental disabilities.

Jamie entered Little City in 1963 when she was nine years old. Verne has been a great supporter of the organization ever since. Not only has he been part of the Little City family for more than 50 years, he continues to serve on the Little City Board of Directors.

"Little City has been an important part of our lives, helping Jamie reach her full potential," said Verne. "She learned to read and write, how to make friends, how to pick up new skills and how to work in the community, enjoying more than 15 years working at Mario Tricoci Hair Salon & Day Spa. She was even awarded "Employee of the Year."

Verne is an outspoken proponent of Planned Giving. "Little City must remain vital and vibrant," he said. "It is my hope that everyone realizes the importance of Legacies & Bequests, as it will help ensure the brightest future possible for individuals with developmental disabilities, and their families."

Planned Giving – Legacies & Bequests is committed to providing a personalized and confidential approach to help meet your philanthropic goals. Find out more. Contact Ed Hockfield, Chief Development Officer, at 847-221-7880 or ehockfield@littlecity.org.
Gardens can be a constant source of inspiration, and it is no different at Little City. Our Community Garden serves as a constant reminder to love, care and grow what we have in this special place.

You can feel the passion and patience it takes to nurture each flower and vegetable in the garden in the walls of every Little City building. The hard work and care it takes to build the beautiful fencing is appreciated beyond measure, and can be seen in every staff member who looks after Little City residents each and every day. Little City’s garden truly is an embodiment of the entire organization.

The fence is a symbol of a huge heart and giving spirit, something that would never have been possible without the love and dedication of Colin Ziomek, a local Eagle Scout who was inspired to beautify Little City. Colin spent three days over the summer managing and directing a team of 26 volunteers as they revived the garden and surrounded it with fencing. Colin raised more than $750 to complete the project that will continue to give both spiritual and physical gifts to Little City residents for years to come.

It is volunteers like Colin that further inspire Little City to maintain focus on its mission and continue to passionately pursue a future filled with hope, happiness and optimism.

In FY16, Little City hosted over 2,000 volunteers working over 10,000 hours on 65 projects. You can help. Find out more. Contact Catrina Johnson, Manager of Volunteer Services, at 847-321-7904 or cjohnson@littlecity.org.

TO PLANT A GARDEN IS TO BELIEVE IN TOMORROW.
– AUDREY HEPBURN
They say if you do what you love, you never work a day in your life.

Luckily for Danny B., he has found a job that lets him do what he loves most – helping people – and he is most grateful for the opportunity to do so.

Through targeted job development, which matched his unique talents to a local employer’s needs, Danny secured a position at Jersey Mike’s on Dundee Road in Palatine in early October. He works from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., five days a week, performing a number of essential functions including stocking cookies and chips, as well as greeting customers and ensuring the dining area is clean and tidy.

No matter the task, Danny is grateful for being able to help his co-workers. The gratitude flows both ways.

Danny’s boss and store manager, Susan Isaacson, said she has been a fan from the day he was hired.

“He has a contagious positive attitude every single day. He is always happy, smiling and joking around. I think that positive energy is the most important thing to have; attitude is absolutely everything. If you don’t have that one employee that is always happy and smiling no matter what, then I think you have an incomplete team.”

Danny’s appreciation for the job was on full display right away as he worked hard to learn the new routine and skills that were needed to be successful in his work. Susan said training Danny helped her become a better manager as well.

“I would say training him was difficult, not more difficult. I feel that anyone in an instructor position, whether it be in a school or work setting, must realize that in order to teach or coach effectively, you must adapt to different learning styles. Everyone learns differently. Everyone absorbs, processes, comprehends and retains information differently; some learn by listening to information, some learn more hands-on. As a manager, if I were to try and train every employee that I hire in the exact same fashion, no one would remember a word I said.”

Employment First Program has a 94% retention rate with over 40 different employers in the past year. You can help. Find out more. Contact Casey B. Burke, Director of Employment and Day Services, LifePath Adult Services, at 847-221-7854 or cburke@littlecity.org.
It's a late December day and the kind of cold that cuts through the warmest layers hange in the air. It's the kind of cold that would cause most people to think twice about going outside and consider staying at home with a comfortable blanket.

But not Kevin, Danny and even 63-year-old Jerry. These three Little City residents possess an elevated sense of pride that tells them there is work to be done, regardless of the conditions. So they walk across the Little City campus in the sub-zero temperatures and head to the indoor pool. If they're cold from the walk you wouldn't know it. Within minutes, they are in their swimming trunks and hit the water.

Coach Tim Lahart isn't surprised he didn't have to convince the swimmers to practice. Their pride provides all the motivation they need. When their shoulders are heavy and their lungs start to burn after 30 minutes of swimming as much as possible with minimal breaks, that pride kicks in again and Tim has to remind them to stop.

"It's amazing how hard they work," Tim said. "Sometimes I have to remind them to take a break."

Swimming is one of only two Special Olympic sports Little City participates in that requires a prerequisite physical test. In swimming, an athlete must be able to swim 25 meters without stopping and in the other sport, powerlifting, a person must complete a 45-pound deadlift.

Both programs have grown rapidly at Little City as Tim is always on the lookout for athletes looking to push their limits. He often finds potential participants in the day program, like when he saw the quiet Jerry seemingly ready to walk on a treadmill for hours on end.

"If you gave him his music and put him on a treadmill, he'd still be there tomorrow walking if you didn't stop him," Tim said. "I'm amazed at how much energy he has at his age."

The sports are tough, and Tim is proud of the strides the athletes make each year. In 2016, 27 Little City athletes won 42 medals across multiple sports.

"We expect to do well and that's how we prepare," Tim said. "With a wide spectrum of abilities, it's fascinating to work at different levels and see them reach new goals."

Fitness & Recreation has added many activities, including Snowshoeing, Golf, Sensory Fitness, Choir and Dance. You can help. Find out more. Contact Tim Lahart, Director of Fitness & Recreation, at 847-221-7311 or tlahart@littlecity.org.
BUT WHERE IS LOVE?
WE SAVED THE NUMBER ONE POSITIVE EMOTION FOR LAST.

Dear Friends, Family and Supporters,

Love is the essence of Little City and encompasses every emotion showcased in this annual report, and more. With that in mind, we pose these questions believing full well that the answers are clear.

What’s “Love” got to do with it? Actually, everything.

Can you really power an organization with Love? Of course, the love of purpose.

Love is a strange word to use in the context of business and management, but it shouldn’t be. Love is a normal concept in fields where compassion, care, and making positive emotional connections are at the core of an organization. Love is always there – we just need to pay attention. Like a WiFi signal, just because you don’t see it, and sometimes are not tuned to it, does not mean it isn’t there. We just need to tune into it. The moment we do, we see it, and we’re all connected to one another. The benefits speak for themselves. Just look at our merger with Countryside Association for People with Disabilities – which became official in July, 2016 – Better Together.

Love is neither alien nor misplaced in our organization. The fact remains: it’s one of the key drivers in staying mission-focused, maintaining our composure, staying strong and positive, persevering through challenging times, and seizing every opportunity to add immeasurably to the individuals who call Little City home.

WE DEEPLY APPRECIATE THE INCREDIBLE GENEROSITY FROM THOSE WHO SHARE OUR LOVE OF PURPOSE AND PASSION, TO ENSURE A FUTURE FILLED WITH HOPE, HAPPINESS AND OPTIMISM. ON BEHALF OF LITTLE CITY, WE THANK EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOU FOR YOUR ONGOING SUPPORT.

Yours in service,

Shawn E. Jeffers
Executive Director

Matthew B. Schubert
Board President
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Emil Bartolucci
Norman L. Berven & Barbara A. Minettabed-Berven
Bethel Lutheran Church
Ronald S. Bettu
William & Catherine Bishop
James E. Blumen
Thomas Butler
Todd Carlson
David Castro
Centena Management Company LLC
Chevron Humankind Program
Constantine J. Christ
Kath & Elaine Christiansen
Mark & Robyn Charlotte
Susan Collins
The Cooper Foundation
Daniel Cordido
Cornellus
Gary & Deborah Cremaux
Timothy F. Cummins
Curt & Lora DeMattei
Hermis Properties Foundation
James P. Deffert II
Shirley Dupuis
Edward & Linda Edens
Patricia Eidehals
EMI-LAR, Inc.
Thomas & Lisa Engrow

(…CONT.) LEADERSHIP CLUB ($1,000 – $2,499)

Beth Falls
William & Suzanne Farr
Jerry & Elisa Feig
Charles (Gli) & Betty Fergua
William & Robin Filipowski
Robert & Maurina Fischer
Charles Fitz-Hugh
Andrew C. & Karen M. Fitz
Patrick Frangella
Timothy & Valerie Fu
Daniel & Dorothy Fusco
Trevor V. Gadde
W. James Gansen
Julia Garcia Roch
Gatrus Pub and Grill North Inc.
Sonia H. Gebel
 Gerald Goldberg
Google, Inc.
Gary L. Grube
Violet Gurjar
Gary A. Hime
Larry & Karen Heisler
Robert & Virginia Helmsena
Robert G. & Joden Higgins
M. Holland Company
Ronald & Bonnie Hopperlen
Hollman Financial Services, Inc.
Jacki & Kathleen Horn
Illichino Health
Quanlin & Elizabeth Johnson
Al H. Keeping
James & Alii Kaplan
Thomas & Kathleen Kemp
Daniel & Brenda Kennedy
Michael & Carol Kissan
Koli’s Department Store, Inc.
Ronald & Kathy Kohlske
Tom Kooe
Sbevorin & Betty Korcey
Tim Labart
Lauer Muchin, Ltd.
Jenae & Ralph Langton
Louis & Betty LaPaglia
Oriel J. LaVier
Ralph V. LaVier, Sr.
Pete & Judith Leekner
Sandra Leese-Stuen & Richard Stuen
George J. London Memorial Foundation
Max & Sondra Long
Henry Lu
Bruce & Cindy Lubit
Michael & Brooke Mandava
Martin Family Foundation
Dennis & Mary Massel
Paul & Margarita Mathis
Kevin & Susan McClarty
John D. McTigue
Richard & Martha Melman
Michael & Denise Mikula
Ellison R. Miller
Michael & Anita Miller
Milton Delan Round Table Foundation
Marcus & Melissa Montgomery
Sudhanshu & Himla Moonkoth
Brendan Moran
Much Shealt.
Stacy & Amber Newman
PACTT Learning Center
Parkwood Management, Inc.
Palezne Jaycoes
Pan American Bank
PBB Mortgage
Virginia & Charles Poizdonami
Bonadel & Michael Purpura
Mark & Marianne Rakocy
Maranne Reinhart / Richard and Maranne Reinhart Foundation
Andy Richmond
Mark & Ellen Richmond
Neil & Louise Ritscher
Chinm. Robb
Ronosieh. Murphy, Cobolntz & Devonah
Rotary Club of Palestine Foundation
Marc Roth
S & E Foundation
Sau Pac Inc.
Richard & Susan Glenn Salerno
Dwain Sanford
Ryan & Beth Battalfield
Robert & Kimberley Sarin
Brendan Scialla
Douglas & Glenn Schaf
Richard Sch链ung
Nicholas L. Schlapower, M.D. F.C.
Lisa & Jay Seftiel
Dennis & Cathy Seith
Samuel M. Sorkin, CPA
Paul & Diane Spanger
Josh Steinfield & Marissa Horfild
Alan Stone / Alan Stone Family Charitable Foundation
Ins and Sheila Stone Family Foundation
Mary & Ronald Strott
Guy & Theresa Taglieria
Robert Tolvar
Shirley A. Vallort
Ventura One Real Estate
Paul & Victoria Vieitano
Paul L. Volntr
Ron & Ann Watson
Brad & Nikki Weber
Thomas J. Weidell
Chad Weisens
Winnie Mediation Parish Church
Gary & Lisa Wohlen
Kenneth A. Youga
CORPORATE, FOUNDATION & INDIVIDUAL DONORS

ADVOCATE’S CLUB ($500 – $999)

Jim Ahlborn
American Endowment Foundation
Constant Amroplopge
Carole & Robert Armstrong
Nancy E. Arndt
Andrew & Terri Ballzner
Barrington Area United Way, Inc.
Lana J. Baumesteiner
Karen L. Balkier
Paul & Karen Bell
Donald & Gayl Bensn
Lois Bernhard
Rick Bertoktsik
Hannah Back
David & Amie Blumberg
David & Nancy Binks
Charles & Martha Bonfield
Brian & Mimi Bokun
Brian Brannmee
Marc Bresner
David Brosnec
Matthew D. Bromfield
Kenneth H. Brown
Jeevan & Cheryl Brownfield
Kathryn Bruko
Anthony & Julie Bruno
Debora & Robert assures
Shawn & Michael Bukowitz
Roy & Katherine Buitman
Robert Bums
Gregory & Kathleen Bums
Debra & Arthur Clamage
Joseph & Shadly Clayton
Andrea B. Cohen
Daniel Cohen
Marc Comin & Marco Rinkoff
Vincent & Sheila Conner
Lynne Connery
John & Lisa Cooper
Ernest & Laurie Coor
Lynn & Ann Crawford
Sally Cooper
Robert Cechich
Richard & Dali Cuhlen
Bogdan Ctyrhch
William & Patricia Davis
Juan & James Day
Jay Deramey
Stann O. Dolemski
Michael & Karen Donatas
Gerlad Donkin
Martin & Gail Donley
Shawn Dorgan
Brian Duxie & Lida Errichitis
David & Ellen Duffy
Patricia Q. Echols
Lisa L. Edwads
Carolyn G. F poids
Roger & Susanne Feln
Bill Fergus
John & Cheryl Fertl
Mark Fessamnyer
William & Deborah Fox
Jean Fraeney
Franzoni, Inc.
Gerald & Ellen Freedman
Eric Frieberg
Daniel & Nancy Fu
Zach & Jamie Dabel
David & Carey Gelland
Mark Gelland
Ronald & Catherine Genger
Gile with Liberty
Tracy Gledovsky
Paul & Cheryl Glosowski
Stephen & Kathryn Gor
Susan F. & Prisettie Grower
Mary Beth & Andrew Groene
Robert M. Gross
Greg T. Groeskwitzh
Randall & Bensi Haberman
Hakdsey Backround Donors
Stephen & Eleanor Hammmer
William & Marianne Hartnett
Alan & Linda Harris
Brian & Nanette Haspy
Jeff & Vicki Heise
Darrin & Susan HilsbrICTURE
Donald & Sandra Hoffman
Michael & Christine Hurley
ITW Delta Factoris
Paul & Vicki Ivaska
John & Carol Janssen
Jay Fox Deramey At Associates, Ltd.
Pamela & Fred Johnson
Paul & Elizabeth Johnson
Kimberly T. Joseph
Kevin Joyce
Gregory & Sharon Kaczynski
Loland & Shirley Kenny
Joshua H. Khobbi
Michael A. Kiesy
Gideon & Sara Kishmey
Marc & Margaret Klein
Evangelnope Kikkin
Lynn Oland
George C. Eldias
Gerald A. & Karen A. Klokowsoto Foundation,
Timothy Klokowsky
Mathias & Nancy Kruger
Noah Lapine
Patrick & Mary Ann Larnsen
Nadine Linsley
Loma Club of Allington Heights
Jim Logothetis
Angela Luomas
Isa & Mary Elizabeth Lutens
Daniel N. Libre
Judd D. Malik
Thomas & Ann Mann
John Manos
Albert & Eisonne Mansardo
Lisa Marchini
Mark & Michaeli
Mauricio Fund, Inc.
Maynter & Chairman, Ltd.
Jenif & Susan McClellan
Adam C. Meads
Steven Moroff
Scott & Eve Memel/ The Scott J. Memel Trust
Morgan Stanley
Jenno & Minare
Damon Molls
National Fibber
Robert Neiman
Jack & Charyi Neuman
Claude & Paula Nickell
Michael J. & Tammy Nittis
Kimbey & Randel Notz
Lawrence & Debra Oberman
Robert & Mary Ann Oohlie
Megan O'Hare
Carole & George Olsen
Janet A. Ortaggio
Maureen Osborners
John & Toni Page
Kenneth & Rosemaria Palm
Robert J. Palm
Karen & Jeffrey Panek
Jon A. Panroz
Laine & Mark Paterson
Erik Philippson
Thomas & Susan Palicki
Christopher T. Pollock
Joyce & Christopher Pahn
Joanne & Gregory Remington
Robert J. Repel
Andrew & Kym Richmond
Vitaly & Allison Rintme
Mark & Heather Ritno
The RUN Foundation, Inc.
David & Ellym RBhun
Rock Fusco & Connolly, LLC
Barbara S. Rodgers
Laura J Rossetti
Michael & Deborah Rohrwasser
Harold B. Rosien / Rosien Family Foundation
Warner Rosenthal
Rense & Edward Rose Foundation
Saints Peter & Paul Catholic Church
John & Kathleen Sammon
Sheila Sammons
Sanchez Construction Services
Marc & Sheila Santos
Francis & Nancy M. Schneider
Ann & Dan Schuster
Joseph F. Schut
The Schweizer Society Charity Fund
Alan & Roslyn Schwartz
James & Anna Schwartz
Louis & Jacqueline Schwartz
Saints Peter & Paul Catholic Church
John & Kathleen Sammon
Sheila Sammons
Sanchez Construction Services
Marc & Sheila Santos
Francis & Nancy M. Schneider
Ann & Dan Schuster
Joseph F. Schut
The Schweizer Society Charity Fund
Alan & Roslyn Schwartz
James & Anna Schwartz
Louis & Jacqueline Schwartz
Swaney Supply Co.
Erik Sennett
Tom & Lisa Sheer
Donald & Wendy Shannon
Sames Caring Hands Foundation
Howard Simon Associates, Inc.
Howard & Mele Simon
Mitchell & Valerie Sirock
Maria E. Smith
Linus Smithkies
Davin & Shirley Speirs
Frank & Frances Spirotnier
Judith A. Sporkin
Frank Sporsen, Jr.
Allan & Jill Staiten
Nancy W. Stein
Afred Stillman III
David & Elizabeth Stumpf
Renard & Caryn Susman
The Reality Partners LLC
Robebbe Taklif
Roger Taylor
Daniel & Audrey Tepperman
Robert Tepperman
United Way of Buffalo & Erie County
Darrell & Antonia Van Kampen
Katherine Vennett
Vetom Township
Mark Wakena
Darmen Walker
Dana D. Wanbun
David & Jennifer Watson
Bruce Weinstein
The Clara Weiss Fund
Chesl Wasy
Sean Wichnell
Craig & Kathleen Wisslermack
Jack & Gail With
Louisa & With
Richard & Barb Witon
Joyce Zurek
CORPORATE, FOUNDATION & INDIVIDUAL DONORS

NEIGHBOR’S CLUB ($250 – $499)

Bujar Breznica
Adrienne & Charles Bruns
Dennis & Kay Brosle
Gregory & Michelle Brown
Phillip Brown
David & Mary Bruegen
Christine S. Burde
Buffy Grove High School
Bernard & Debbie Buita
Roger & Becky Butler
Thomas R. Butler
Ann E. Callaway
Cardiac Care Associates, P.C.
Julia & Kenneth Carr
Marc Castiglione
Paul A. Castiglione
Chris & Carla Certoglia
Gerry & Alfonso Cervone
John & Sandra Chapman
Linda Chemsky
Anita T. Chiara
Ann M. Chiara
Clarice Chin
Chipp Foundation
Citizens for Jesse White
Citizens for Tom Morrison
City Supply Company
Paul T. & Judith Clady
Jason M. Clark
John T. Colema
Kalen & Randall Collins
Carol & Roy Coniglione / The Coniglione-Jourdan Family Charitable Trust

NEIGHBOR’S CLUB ($500 – $999)

George & Bettina Francis
Sally Francis
Matthew Franco
Wayne & Christine Frisina
Julia Friedman
John P. O’Meara
Nadyne Gladey
Steven J. Glasske
Joseph H. Goldstein Family Foundation
Bruce & Margaret Goldsmith
Charles Grodine
Paul & Barbara Gabrowski
Donnie L. Grant
Rob & Pamela Greenberg
Michael Glesby
Joe & Sara Guarneros
Scott L. Oeilman
Steve A. Haar
Eilen C. Hallacy
Julie Harmon
Robert Harper
Nayda B. Harris
Kevin & Cynthia Hayes
William Hendricks
John & Madeleine Hennessy
Abi & Debra Hernandez
Mike Higgins
B. Ann Hindes
Robert & Judith Hirshfield
Alton & Nancy Hirshfield
Chris A. Holland
Kelli Holm
Richard & Debra Homa
India Aleasa & Robert Khalsa
Renee M. Rogman
Donna K. Epstein
James & Judy Erickson
Anne N. Evans
Kent A. Farbelow
Bob & Robin Hulker
Roger & Brian Haasen
Jerry J. Jaeger
Thomas F. James
Helen W. Jantz
Victor J. Jahnke
Colleen Joyce-Trent
Michael Julian
Joseph Kaczmarek
David Kahn
William & Beverly Kaman
Mark Kay
Irvine D. Kaplan
Patrick & Kathleen Kearney
Deanna Kel
Karen Kemeny
Jeffrey Keena
Zak Khoshnii
Marlyn Kiiski
James & Virginia Kintz
Joseph & Helen Klein
Robert Klopmeier
Eunike & Kathryn Klyce
Knights of Columbus #7934
Judith L. Koest
Kevin & Maureen Kosovici
Casimir & Dorothy Kowalski
Ronald & Linda Koy
Drew Krafit
Larry & Claudia Kubinski
Brendon & Joan Kulpin
Jean M. Kuyba
Gaetano LaFerrera
Lake Cattle, LLC
Jean T. Lascola
Molly B. Lasar
Richard & Grace Lobner
David Levinson
Steven Lieberman
Richard & Kathleen Linder
James B. Linn
Michael A. Linton & Bernadette Aghaji
James J. Lomonte
Tina & Steve Loven
Richard J. Lutz
William & Kathleen Lynch
MacLennan & Risk Insurance
John & Judy Madson
Fred A. Manolo
Anthony & Donna Marrone
Joseph Maresca
Keith J. McCrea
Jayne McGrath
Clifford & Darlene Meacham
Jerome & Virginia Meekel
Theresa Moran
Thomas Morrison
Dallas J. Mowen
Kolly Moi
Bill & Colleen Murch
John & Katherine Myers
National Philanthropic Trust
Robert E. Needleman
Graham Neuman
Peter & Christine Newton
Robert & Mary Nixon
Nicholas & Molly Nosacino
David & Jane Novosel
Nicholas & Caroline Nudo
MW Indiana Radiology Services, P.C.
Eileen O’Brian
Edward & Sylvia Odmian
Sylvia J. O’Dell
Judie Olshin
Corten Foundation, Inc.
Out of the Box Therapies, Inc.
Fred & Ida Ouyang
Tom Padis & Lee Hamilton
Stephen M. Pardol
Patio Food Products, Inc.
Charles R. Pealhagen
Purmaid Real Estate Inc.
Michael & Kathleen Penneken
Deborah C. Petit
Scott & Ann Marie Pfeifer
Daniel J. Phillips
Richard J. Piaskowski
Parker S. Pickens
Kenneth Pietrucha
Mark Findel
Thomas J. Pickney
Joel Polaskow
Igor Polansky

[...] CONT.) NEIGHBOR’S CLUB ($250 – $499)
CORPORATE, FOUNDATION & INDIVIDUAL DONORS

(CORPORATE, FOUNDATION & INDIVIDUAL DONORS

PLATINUM LEAF ($500,000+)

JOHN M. & BOCKY J. DUFFY
VINCENT & PATRICIA FOGLIA / FOGLIA FAMILY FOUNDATION

GOLD LEAF ($250,000 – $499,999)

Anonymous
Abraham & Judith Bobes
Elen & Dimitrios Beavis

SILVER LEAF ($100,000 – $249,999)

Anonymous
Blaine A. Cohen*
Kent P. & Elizabeth D. Daunton
John & Mary Jo George
Alex C. and Viola F. Gianasse*

BRONZE LEAF ($50,000 – $99,999)

Alix & Karen Alexandrou
Bruce Amsterdam & Ilene Grossman
Steven & Barbara Anderson
Ronald Bassanti
Howard* & Linda Bell
Julie Bell / Julie Bell Living Trust
Robert Sherman & Barbara Bradford
Gilda M. Cantilena
Sam Chest
Eileen Christensen
Michael & Nancy Daley

VISIONARY SOCIETY DONORS

The Visionary Society honors the lifetime individual givers of over $50,000
LEGACIES & BEQUESTS

Legacies and Bequests come to Little City as a result of the gracious philanthropy of individuals who made the important decision to include us in their estate plans.

We are immensely grateful for their generosity, vision, and life legacy to support our mission. To learn more about planned giving, please contact Edward Hockfield at 847-221-7880 or ehockfield@littlecity.org.

REALIZED LEGACIES AND BEQUESTS

Estate of Lydia Beck Murphy
Vivian Corner Trust
Noel Dundersdale Trust FBO
Lawrence Rogers
Edelstein Charitable Trust
Thomas P. & Rita L. Garity Trust

Arthur and Hokin Henry Memorial Fund Trust
Ruth Haringdale Charitable Remainder Trust
Harold R. Hydlm Revocable Trust
Jeffrey W. Korman Trust

Estate of Richard E. Naar
Estate of Victor Recca
The Dorothy Rose Living Trust
Jane Wilson and David Mayhew Stone Charitable Trust

ARTHUR AND HEKIN HENRY MEMORIAL FUND TRUST

Heritage Society Members

Jan Abramowicz
John L. Aikin
Alix G. Alcorn
Alan J. Babst
Julie Bell
Howard E. Bell*
Abraham Bohrer
Lola J. Braunner
Vernon L. & Modis Carson
B. Timothy Desmende
William Drake
India Antea Elba
Charles G. Fergus
Alexander A. Gianasas
Lillian Goral
Jonathan C. Green
Pamela Greeno
Edward J. & Andrea Hockfield
Ronald H. Holzer
James R. Howell
Ryan C. Isenwood
Shawn R. Jeffers
C. Conrad Johnson*
William D. Johnson
Leland D. Kevany
Eileen E. Kolar
Sheridan I Landman
Linda LaForte

Lucretia Forone Charitable Untrust
Sandra Louie-Stoken
Michael A. Ludt
Terrence J. McElligott
Carly L. Meyer
Shirley L. Miller*
Debbie Nelson
Michael J. Peidde
Dorothy Rose*
Harold H. Schmalbeck*
Matthew B. Schubert
Henry Snegoiadi
Carol Thors
Rivian H. Wolf

*deceased

FINANCIALS

Since 1959, Little City has provided innovative programs and services that foster development and personal fulfillment for the children and adults it serves. To do so, Little City relies on government funding and direct contributions from individuals, corporations and foundations.

In fact, 85 cents of every dollar directly support first-class programs and services for hundreds of children and adults in need. Little City must raise an average of $110,000/individual/year* to maintain the quality of life desired for each child and adult at Little City. Beyond the state-required minimal standard of care, Little City’s quality-of-life standards encompass programs and services that foster a life of health, recreation, education and culture that protect one’s rights, beliefs, choices and aspirations.*

*The shortfall is due primarily to less than full reimbursement from the State of Illinois for services rendered, but also due to Little City’s commitment to a quality of life.

The pie charts provide a breakdown of Little City’s operating expenses and revenues for Fiscal Year 2016 dating July 1, 2015 through June 30, 2016.

TOTAL AGENCY (LCF)
For over 55 years, Little City has developed innovative and personalized programs to fully assist and empower children and adults with autism and other intellectual and developmental disabilities. With a commitment to attaining a greater quality of life for society's most vulnerable citizens, Little City is A Great Big World that actively promotes choice, person-centered planning and a holistic approach to health and wellness.

Our mission is to be a leader in providing the best options and opportunities to live safely, learn continuously, explore creatively and work productively. To inspire, innovate, advocate and pursue success with passion and purpose, and to create hope, happiness and optimism for individuals with disabilities and their families.